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1. Introduction 
In medical ultrasound imaging, piezoelectric 

material is used as probe for emitting and receiving 
ultrasound. In fabrication process of the probe, the 
piezoelectric material is finely diced using dicing 
machine; then it takes long time and the diced 
element is easy to break. New Fabrication methods 
are suggested by some researchers to solve this 
problem[1-3]. As the alternative method of 
manufacture, sol-gel spray technique has been 
proposed. This technique has advantages: 1)easy to 
fabricate, 2) possible to fabricate on curved 
substrate[4]. In this study, a linear array 
piezoelectric transducer with a sol-gel spray 
technique has been developed and experiment with 
the piezoelectric transducer is performed.  

 

2. Method 
2-1.  Fabrication of transducer 

Piezoelectric transducer is fabricated using 
sol-gel spray technique. The composite of PZT sol-
gel solution and MPT powder at the ratio of 3:2 is 
sprayed to a stainless steel substrate with 100 µm 
thickness using an airbrush. After the spraying, 
drying (150 ˚C) and firing (650 ˚C) are performed. 
Spraying process of the composite, drying, and 
firing are repeated until the film becomes the 
desired thickness. Consequently, the substrate is 
polarized. The fabrication process flowchart is 
illustrated in Fig 1. 

To make top electrode layer, a mask is placed 
on the film, and colloidal silver is sprayed using an 
air brush. The design of the mask is illustrated in 
Fig 2. 
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2-2. Experimental conditions 
The fabricated linear array transducer is 

shown in Fig. 3. To evaluate the fundamental 
performance of the transducer, pulse-echo 
experiment is conducted using a pulser/receiver 
(DPR300, JSR Ultrasonics) and a digital 
oscilloscope. The experimental setup is illustrated 
in Fig 4. The conditions of the pulse/receiver are 
listed in Table. I. 

 
                                            

 
Fig 1.  Fabrication process. 

 

 
Fig. 2   Design of top electrode of linear array. 

 

Although various frequency arrangement can be 
considered, the example of the MTNB wave in the case 
of having arranged frequency discretely in one burst 
group is shown in Fig.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3. Schematic diagram of the MTNB wave. 

3. Verification experiment using the MTNB wave 

3-1 Experimental setup 

To confirm the validity of the MTNB wave for high 
speed measurement, the verification experiment with the 
concrete test object was carried out. As shown in Fig.4, 
the object defective part has the styrofoam of thickness 
25 mm and diameter 200 mm in the position of 80 mm 
from the concrete surface. An experimental setup was the 
same as Fig.1 (d1=5.0 m, d2=5.3 m, and VS=343.5 (m/s)). 
LRAD (LRAD Corp., LRAD-300X) was used as a sound 
source, and sound pressure was adjusted so that the 
maximum sound pressure on the surface of concrete can 
be set to about 100 dB (ref. 20μPa). By SLDV (Polytec 
Corp., PSV400-H4), the oscillating velocity of a part of 
concrete surface was measured at grid points spread in a 
measuring surface (about 56 mm pitch, 5×7 points).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4. Photograph of the circular defect  

(200φ80mm depth). 
 
The emitting interval of the STNB wave was 50 ms, and 
the number of average was five. The emitting interval of 
the MTNB wave was 30 ms, and in order to realize the 
same average effect as the STNB wave for a short time, 
the waveform which continued the same MTNB 
waveform 5 times was used. The frequency range and 
the frequency interval of both waves are 1000-4800 Hz 
and 200 Hz, respectively. 

3-2 Experimental result 

The distribution of vibrational energy ratio is shown in 
Fig.5. The white circle shows the size and position of the 
defective part. Form this figure, it turns out that the area 
where the vibrational energy ratio is high is both 
concentrating in the white circle, and it has performed 
almost equivalent defective detection. Since 
measurement time would be 28 seconds by the MTNB 
wave for 210 seconds by the STNB wave, 7.5 times as 
high speed measurement was realized. 

 
Fig.5. Distribution of vibrational energy ratio. 

(a) STNB, (b) MTNB. 
 

4. Conclusion 

The high speed non-contact acoustic inspection method 
using the MTNB wave which improves measurement 
speed was devised by using plural frequency with the 
time and frequency gate validated which raises the S/N 
ratio. The validity has been confirmed from the 
experimental result using a circular defect. 
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Fig. 3    Photo of fabricated linear array transducer. 

 
Table. I     Conditions of pulser/receiver. 

Transmitter Pulse Amplitude 9 

Pulse Energy LOW 1 

Damping 16 

Receiver Gain [dB] 59 

HP Filter [MHz] 2.5 

LP Filter [MHz] 7.5 
 

 

 
Fig. 4    Setup of pulse-echo experiment. 

 

3. Result  
The obtained echo from the bottom of the 

metal plate is shown in Fig. 5. The peak amplitude 
of the obtained echo is 0.095V. The center 
frequency is 2.4MHz and its -6 dB frequency 
bandwidth is 0.8MHz (2.1-2.9 MHz).  

 

 
4. Conclusion 

In this study, the linear array transducer with 
sol-gel composite spray technique has been 
developed and pulse-echo experiment was 
conducted. 

As a future work, the improvement of the 
quality of piezoelectric film will be planned, and 
detail examination of performance of linear array 
element will be given. 
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Fig. 5    Echo signal from metal plate in pulse-echo 
experiment in (a)time and (b) frequency domains. 


